Our Scheduled Maintenance program includes the following:

- A qualified technician will come out to check over your machine.
- Fully manage your program for you - no need to keep track of the next maintenance.
- Grease, lube, adjust and clean equipment.
- Inspect machines - looking for burnt contactors, cracked or worn belts, noisy bearings or any other potential problems that may affect the future operation of your machinery.
- Schedule your maintenance to maximize your production.
- Supply a recommended "spare parts list" for you upon request.
- Factory authorized Weekly, Monthly, and Quarterly checks; equipment specific.
- Safety shutdown assurance checks.
- Vibration and Alignment procedures.
- Gasket and Leak Inspection.

Virginia Laundry & Dry Cleaning Equipment Inc.

2617 Egee Drive, Richmond, VA 23237
Phone 804-271-4401 Fax 804-271-4464
service@vadrycleaning.com

Sales – Service – Installation
Quality Service Since 1989

Factory Certified Technicians Servicing:

- IPSO
- Unimac
- Wascomat
- Dexter
- Milnor
- Speed Queen
- Cissell
- Chicago
- Huebsch
- Sharper Finish
- B & C Technologies
- American

- Competitive Service Rates
- Large Inventory of In-Stock Parts
Our “Scheduled” Maintenance Programs will not only take care of the factory recommended adjustments and lubrication maintenance - our technicians will thoroughly check your machines for any problems that may affect the future operations of your equipment. One of our technicians will personally evaluate your machinery to design a plan to fit your needs. Our plans are dependent on the type of machinery you possess. Virginia Laundry & Dry Cleaning Equipment technicians have the experience to determine when parts are on the brink of failure.

We can catch potential problems before they become real problems that mean downtime for your department or business.

After your machines are inspected, Virginia Laundry & Dry Cleaning Equipment will make a complete list of parts needed. We will recommend the work that needs to be completed in order to keep the machines operating at peak performance. We will advise proper personnel of any problems found, and work will not be completed until approved by an authorized agent of your company. Once authorized, we will schedule your appointment.

Due to the extensive brands of equipment Virginia Laundry & Dry Cleaning Equipment repairs, it is impossible to carry a full parts inventory in our service trucks. With this in mind, We will supply you with a suggested spare parts list for your equipment. If your facility stocks the recommended spare parts, the down time could be reduced considerably and additional trips could be avoided.

Our Scheduled Maintenance Plans reduce the chances of breakdowns by sending only qualified technicians to catch the minor problems before they do major damage. Let Virginia Laundry & Dry Cleaning Equipment take care of those small problems that, over time, can lead to emergency service calls and lost time for your department.